
Maxxess eFusion Security Management Platform integrates  
deister electronic Key Management System  

 
Users can manage all their keys from their central security management platform 
 

BRACKNELL, UNITED KINGDOM, 24 MAY 2019 - Delivering another high-value benefit to 

users, the Maxxess eFusion security management platform now integrates off-the-shelf and 

seamlessly with the widely used range of deister electronic key management system.  

 

With this latest off-the-shelf integration eFusion users can now manage all their keys from their 

centralised security management platform, reducing the risk of security breaches and 

streamlining their day-to-day operations. 

 

Modular and scalable, the deister electronic system encompass a range of cabinets which can 

store anything from 8 keys to thousands. They can be used stand-alone or as part of a global 

corporate solution, in applications ranging from hotels and leisure settings to retail and up-scale 

residential developments. 

 

“Knowing who has a particular key at any given moment significantly reduces the risk of losses 

and criminal activity,” says Lee Copland, Managing Director, Maxxess EMEA. “The deister 

electronic system make that task much simpler. And with real-time reports logging all system 

usage, users can be held accountable for any misuse, theft of loss of keys – better protecting 

buildings and assets.” 

 

The integration with deister electronic system is just the latest example of how the eFusion 

platform gives users the freedom to integrate, customise and adapt their security systems to 

meet both current needs and emerging risks. eFusion’s open technology software supports 

more than 60 off-the-shelf integrations from leading vendors, providing complete freedom to 

customise solutions combining surveillance, access control, fire and intruder systems with 

back-office processes.   

 

Crucially, integration with Maxxess eFusion also reduces complexity for installers and their 

customers and offers unlimited future scalability at affordable price points.  

 

“Off-the-shelf integration between our key management systems and eFusion will deliver major 

benefits to our customers,” says Darren Harrold, Head of UK Operations at deister electronic. 

“This means they can now link their essential systems together – including their surveillance, 

https://www.maxxess-systems.com/products/product/efusion
https://deister.co.uk/


intruder, access and fire detection systems - making a wide range of premises easier to 

manage and more secure.” 

 

Visitors to IFSEC International can see Maxxess eFusion and deister electronics key management 

in action, with both companies exhibiting, on stands IF2120 and IF410 respectively, from 18
th
 to 20

th
 

June at London’s ExCel.  

 
About Maxxess 
Maxxess is a U.S.-based, privately held, global corporation specialising in security management 
solutions and innovative technologies that are effectively transforming the way businesses approach 
and implement security. Leading organisations worldwide, from healthcare to hospitality and 
transport to telecoms, choose Maxxess for its expertise in access control and database integration.  
 
The company is committed to advancing open architecture security management software, 
development of leading-edge technologies, first-class customer care plus fair, transparent pricing 
structures. Maxxess’ systems are in use in more than 10,000 installations worldwide with clients 
including Emirates Airlines, Banner Healthcare, Fluor Corporation, Open University, Loyola 
University, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Taj Hotels. Maxxess is also trusted by other leading hotel 
groups across the globe, 300 schools and universities and more than 100 hospital and healthcare 
facilities. Established in 2003, Maxxess has dedicated sales and technical teams in the Middle East, 
Europe and North America.  
 

For more information (maxxess) send an email to: sales@maxxess-systems.com and for up to date 

news and information follow Maxxess on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter or go to 

www.maxxess.com. 

 
 
For more information (press release), please contact: 
 
Tara Farley, Maxxess PR and Marketing Consultant 

+44 (0)7785 707714 or e-mail tara@tmfmarketing.com  
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